
Canberra Kinetic Sculpture Race RULES 2.0 ( as of Sep 21
2022)

**Violation of any rule (including all sub restrictions) will result in a TIME penalty,
and may result in a loss of  eligibility for certain awards **

Fun!!!! In the words of Hobart Brown, Glorious Founder of kinetic sculpture racing, the point of

the race is, ‘Adults having fun so kids want to grow up!’ If you’re not having it, fake it.

Only kinetic energy* may propel your machine.

*Ok, here we go. According to Newton’s second law of motion, the acceleration of an object as produced by
a net force is directly proportional to the magnitude of the net force in the same direction as the net force, and
inversely proportional to the mass of the object. This law is only marginally connected with this rule, in the sense that
we’re all connected and the universe is finite… where were we? Oh yeah. Kinetic energy. This can be summarised as
‘bodies are our only batteries’, unless your light, sound system or other non-propulsive function needs batteries….
You may not use any stored energy source to propel your machine. This means that at the start line, you must prove
to the judges that your only propulsive force is the calories stored in your pilots’ bodies. During the race, your
machine may receive assistance from gravity, the wind, the sun or friendly extraterrestrials.

restrictions:

● Width of your machine must not surpass 2.3m
● Height of your machine must not surpass the point at which your machine would topple

over while floating UNLESS this is a purposeful pageantry procedure in which case
proceed with bells and whistles. (Beware the typical LHB§ exists in Canberra. Standard
size of so called LHB is 2.6m)

● Length of your machine must not surpass the length of ½ of the total length of the Loch
Burley Griffin monster’s tail (tail measurement taken during hibernation)

● All pilots must be 18 or older, and hold a valid Australian drivers’ license
● No substance use (drugs and alcohol) at any time
● Sculpture must have functioning brakes and prove this at the Safety Check
● Machines must prove ease of entrance and exit at Safety Check
● Name of team or sculpture must be clearly displayed on sculpture, in a place visible to

spectators in order to enable hooting, hollering and “Hey, go Team!”s

Travel with these items at all times:

● (X on Y) per n, where X is a helmet, Y is a pilot’s head, and n is a pilot.
● White light (visible in every direction [yes all directions {even down}], but if you must

choose just one, forwards).
● Red rear light
● Australian standard PFD for each pilot (must be worn in the water portion)
● Copy of CKSR rules and maps
● 1 per pilot: item of oral hygiene
● 1 per team: A soothing item of soothing psychological reassurance. No smaller than a

coffee cup. If your soothing item is in fact a beloved person, then THAT BELOVED
PERSON must bring a soothing item of their own, at least one per beloved person.

● 1 Litre of water per pilot
● 1 set of matching tattoos per 2 Pit Crew
● 1 Horn, Honker, Bell, Whistle, Tooter, AWOOOGA, or other auditory warning device
● Sextant or other tool of astronomical navigation [can be substituted with a silver tongued

explanation of how your team will navigate in poor visibility if (and when) the glorious
Mount Ainslie regains its youthful vigor and explodes in a fireball of spectacular ash†]



● Hardened point accessible for towing

Hoodwinkery, in the form of bribes or trickery, will be rewarded. (i.e. e.g. par examplé, you have

three Pit Crew. Thus meaning that you need 1 ½ sets of matching tattoos. One Pit Crew has a
SkyWhale, hastily Sharpied on 5 minutes before the race starts. The Second Pit Crew
misunderstood the instruction, and has a Shar Pei puppy. You can’t find the third Pit Crew.
When pulled up on matching pit crew tattoos by a judge at a RPDTRΩ, you put on your
hoodwinkery hat, bribe the judge with a carefully prepared item of bribery, and help the judges to
see that one sharpied skywhale + one Shar Pei + one absentee Pit Crew= 1 ½ sets of matching
tattoos. Real talk, bribes are HIGHLY encouraged. Spectators love them, judges love them,
other racers love them, race organisers love them. Bring bribes, bring lots. Prize for best bribe.

everything you need (including but not limited to water flotation and propulsion)  must be carried

on board at all times. Including any pilots.{However, pilots may disembark when sculpture is not
in motion.}

Glory! Try till you can’t - then try some more. Glorious attempts and efforts will be rewarded,

there is beauty in trying something to the best of your abilities.

legal push zones (an area where pilots and pit crew are allowed to push their vehicles without

penalty) will be few and far between and won’t include the water’s edge. Outside of these
zones the only help a machine is allowed is lateral movement, relative to the direction of the
course.

oh, the places you’ll go! Follow the course set.

roustaboutin’, rabblerousin’ and revelrin’ is mandatory. Spectators are just as important as

racers and they LOVE entertainment (*cough* bribes *cough*)

y do we do it? ...

FOr The Glory!!!
Definitions:

Pilots - people powering the machine.
Pit Crew - people assisting the machine.
Peons - people part of the team. Peons are highly encouraged to ride/run/scoot with the
machine, and dress up. Peons contribute to your Art and Pageantry points.
Barnacles - useless lumps of weight on the machine that may take the form of that beloved
child in your life. These people contribute nothing to your machine but glory. Extra points given
for machines with barnacles.

§ Low Hanging Branch
† It is understood that a sextant would not be very much use in a total volcanic ash blackout. However,
rules are rules.



Ω Random Point During The Race

Scoring!!!
The sculpture with the highest score/time in each category shall receive 100 points. Then, for
each drop in place/standing/time, a sculpture shall have “X points” subtracted from their
respective points earched, where X=100/Number of starting entries on Day One. All points are
rounded to the nearest tenth of a point. The points earned are then tallied into the overall
standings to determine Grand Champ.

Example: if 50 machines enter/start on Day One, X will equal 100/50, or 2, thus the team with
the highest score or fastest time will receive 100 points, second will receive 98 points (100-2)
and so on and so forth.

ArT Criteria
Art shall be judged throughout the race by selected Art Judges.  Kinetic Art is creative
craftsmanship that includes such items as kinetic thrills, costumes, color, materials, and
originality. Creativity, being in costume, playing the part with the audience, touching the
audience with something artistically exciting, and connecting with people through art are all
things that the art judges consider.  Teams must complete at least ⅔ of the course to be eligible
for an Art Award. A total of 100 points will be allocated as follows:

● 20 point Categories: Kinetic Thrills, Cohesiveness, Magnificence (either in detail or
grandeur), Materials, and Originality

Engineering Criteria
Engineering shall be judges at key points in the race by selected Engineering Judges. Kinetic
engineering involves ingenious conquering of course obstacles through sculpture design.
Equally considered will be ingenuity in any facet of sculpture design that functions in and truly
unique of glorious manner. You must adhere to all race rules and complete the entire course to
win an Engineering Award. A total of 100 points will be allocated as follows:

● 20 point Categories (total 60pts): Innovation, drive system, and flotation
● 10 point Categories (total 40pts): Form and function, fit, finish,and successful

application

Speed Criteria
Speed awards are based on the fastest elapsed course time after any time-penalty infractions
have been added. The fastest sculptures, based on these criteria, shall receive the top Speed
Awards.You must adhere to all race rules and complete the entire course to win a Speed Award.
Note that only two sections of the course are timed, and this does not include any road portions.

Pageantry  Criteria
Pageantry shall be judged throughout the race by selected Pageantry Judges. Pageantry
awards are based on theatrical and mass crowd appeal and by seeking media glory.  The most
effective use of bribes, their tie in to the theme of their sculpture and variety will also be
considered. A total of 100 points will be allocated as follows:

● 20 point Categories: Costumes, theatrics, glory, crowd appeal, and bribes.

Grand Champion Award Criteria
The Grand Champion shall be determined by adding scores from Art, Engineering, Speed, and
Pageantry.  The one with the highest score wins. The Grand Champion shall forfeit any award in



the categories of Art, Pageantry, Speed and Engineering, so as to share the Glory and not to
hog up all the biggest prizes.

Awards list!!!
*Award list is not limited to those below and may not include all of those below*

Grand Champion - woo, the inaugural CKSR Grand Champ! You will forevermore live on p.1 of
the history book

Art

Pageantry

Speed

Engineering

Biggest Splash - most amount of water in air relative to size of sculpture.

Best Bribe - most impressive bribe

Best Pit Crew - have you ever seen NASCAR? How quick can YOU swap your sand tyres for
your speedy roadsters?

Best Volunteer - we LOVE you!

Diprotodon Award  - first team to break down AFTER race start

Golden Flipper - any machine that tips, flips or otherwise goes $@)(*&-over-teakettle into the
water is a candidate. In the event that a machine does NOT meet the above criteria, the judges
will give special consideration to any machines that manage to get themselves fully submerged
or in an otherwise soggily precarious spot.

Mediocre Award - You can’t aim to win this award. Yet, undoubtedly, one team will win this
award. This is given to the team whose points are dead centre.

Item of Psychological Reassurance Award - tizz up those teddies! Dress up those doonas!
Heat up that hot cocoa! And while you’re at it, douse it in glitter, set it on fire and make it
otherwise flamboyantly fabulous.

Racers’ Choice - you get the idea.

Second to Last - likewise.

Spectators’ Fave - bribes are a spectator’s best friend. Bribes can buy you the glory….

They Came From Out Of Town - this is for non-Canberra based teams. We appreciate you!



You Clever Rascal - this is for a great bit of engineering. Impress us with your
never-before-thought of solutions to sticky problems...


